
Unit 3, Lesson 1: Asteroid Mayhem  
 
Lesson Intro:  

Theme of the Day 

Upon entering the new room all seems well until you hear a crash! The trainees are 
informed that the spaceship has now entered an asteroid field. Everyone will need to 
come together to build a game. This game will teach the ship how to navigate out of 
the asteroid field.  

 
Learning Objectives  Concepts (Social & Cross Curriculum)  

● Students can modify characters 
and settings in Scratch to create a 
space theme. 

● Students can explain the parts of a 
game that they design. 

● Problem Solving  
● Teamwork 
● Story Elements (Setting and 

Characters) 
● Game Design  

 
Vocabulary  Guiding Questions  

● Remix 
● Costume 
● Setting  
● Character 
● Game Design 
● Theme 
● Code  
● Code Block 

● What are the ways we can change 
a game? How does that change 
our experience with the game?  

● How might we change the 
characters and setting of our game 
to a space theme?  

 
Resources  

● Computers 
● Scratch access and logins  
● Asteroids, Lasers, and Spaceships rules 
● Space Code Remix sheet 
● Changing Costumes Guide  
● Pre-Assessment (on computer)  
● Out of this World Behavior Chart 
● Space Bucks 
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Lesson Procedure: 
Camp Fire (15 min) 

Don’t Forget: Have the Asteroids, Lasers and Spaceships rules, and space for 
students to move during the game. 

Mini-lesson:  
Today you will introduce the class to a variation of the age-old game, Rock Paper 
Scissors, but with a twist. This will be an example of how changing the parts of a 
game can change how someone experiences it.  
 
Classic Rock Paper Scissors:  

1. Remind or teach the kids how to play Rock, Paper, Scissors.  
2. Have students play a couple of rounds with each other. 

 
New Rock Paper Scissors:  
What would happen if the game changed? Tell the students that they are going to 
change a part of the game and see how that might change their opinion. 
 
New Rule # 1: Change Costumes for Rock, Paper, Scissors 

1. The rules are the same, but rocks are now asteroids, paper is now lasers, and 
scissors are now spaceships.  

2. Lasers beat asteroids, asteroids beat spaceships, and spaceships beat lasers. 
 

New Rule #2: Win or Cheer 
1. The rules are the same  
2. Students will get into pairs and play. The winner will get to continue playing 

with other winners in the room and the losers become cheerleaders for 
whomever they lost to. Tell your students to be the best cheerleaders they can 
be; they want their team leader to win the entire tournament!  

3. If a team leader loses, the whole team joins the winner’s team  
4. This goes on until the last two winners meet with their cheering squads 

 
Give out spacebucks to students who have a positive attitude.  

 
Teacher-Guided Learning (15 min) 

Don’t Forget: Have the Space Code Remix sheet, computers, and login info ready 
for students.  

Mini-lesson: 
Set the stage for the lesson by sharing with students that they will be changing and 
adding on to the code that they created during the last unit. Students will change their 
habitats into a space game that will help save the ship from disaster! Students will all 
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start from the same place using the Space Code Remix sheet in order to preserve 
their habitats from Unit 2. Students will change many parts of this code to turn it from 
a habitat into a game to save the spaceship.  
 
This will mean that they are game designers for the unit. A game designer has to 
think about and create many different parts of a game in order to make it fun for 
players.  
 
The students will start by changing the theme of the game from animal habitats to 
space. The theme in a game is the way that the drawings (graphics), characters, and 
setting connect to build an environment, a lot like a book!  
 
Today students will change their characters and setting to get ready to build the other 
parts of their game. Similar to how you changed the options in the Rock Paper 
Scissors game, students will be changing the characters and setting for their game.  
 
In the last unit, students created a code that helps an animal find food. Now they are 
going to take their code into space and use their skills to create a game and save their 
crew! Students will start by changing the theme of their project by following the steps 
on the Space Code Remix sheet. 
 
If time allows, work through the Space Code Remix sheet as far as you would like to 
with students to make sure they understand the goals and how to remix a project. 
 
Give out Space Bucks to students who are on task. 

 
Partner/Team Practice (25 min) 

Don’t Forget: Have computers, the Changing Costumes Guide, and 1-3 extra 
computers set up with the pre-assessment for students to take. 

Mini-lesson:  
Explain to students that for today’s partner practice, they will be changing costumes 
for their characters/sprites as well as the setting in the remix they have loaded.  
 
Reinforce from the video that costumes are basically changing what the sprite and 
backdrop look like, similar to what was done in today's campfire. If needed, use the 
example of how people change their clothes just like students can change what their 
sprites look like. 
 
Tell students that they will be using the Changing Costumes Guide to change their 
setting and sprites’/characters’ costumes. Remind them to follow the directions 
exactly and ask a friend if they run into a problem and need assistance.  
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If students have time, encourage them to adjust the spaceship speed in the Bonus 
Code section. A bonus code is an opportunity for students to challenge themselves if 
they finish the day's activity.  
 
While students are following the Changing Costumes Guide, call up 1-3 students at a 
time to take the pre-assessment found in Unit 3, Lesson 1.  
 
Give out Space Bucks to students who are on task and helping others.  
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Models: 
 

Asteroids, Lasers, and Spaceships Rules 
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Space Code Remix Sheet 
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Changing Costumes Guide 
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